
The Fascinating History of the
Former Ottoman Territories
Administered by the British After
World War I
The Intricate Tale of British Rule over the Former Ottoman

Territories

The aftermath of World War I brought about significant changes to the global

political landscape, and one of the most intriguing chapters was the British
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administration of the former Ottoman territories. This article delves into the

captivating history of how the British Empire came to govern these lands, the

challenges they faced, and the lasting impact it had on the region.

Understanding the Context: The Collapse of the Ottoman Empire

The Ottoman Empire, which had ruled over vast territories for centuries, was

crumbling by the end of World War I. In 1918, the empire signed an armistice with

the Allies, and its territories, from modern-day Iraq to Palestine and Transjordan,

fell under the control of the British Empire.
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The League of Nations and British Mandates

In order to legitimize their control over the former Ottoman territories, the British

turned to the newly formed League of Nations. They sought mandates for the

administration of these lands, which would grant them the legal authority to

govern and guide them towards self-determination.
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British Governance Challenges and Policies

Governing such a diverse region with varying ethnic, religious, and cultural

backgrounds presented immense challenges for the British. They had to strike a

balance between maintaining control while responding to the independence

aspirations of the local populations.

The Clash of Imperial Interests: Britain and France

Complicating matters further, Britain's administration of the former Ottoman

territories often clashed with the French, who had also secured mandates in the

region. The confrontation between the two colonial powers had a significant

impact on the future borders and political landscape of the Middle East.

The Arab Revolt and its Consequences

The period also saw the Arab Revolt, led by figures such as Lawrence of Arabia.

The revolt aimed to overthrow the Ottoman Empire and establish an independent

Arab state. However, the aspirations of the Arab nationalists clashed with the

imperial designs of Britain and France, resulting in lasting consequences for the

region.

The Creation of Nation-States

As the British administration progressed, local communities began to organize

and demand independence. The mandate system put forth by the League of

Nations intended to guide these territories towards self-rule, but the actual

outcome was complex and influenced by various factors.

The British-Israeli Relationship and the Balfour Declaration

A significant development during this time was the Balfour Declaration of 1917, in

which the British government expressed support for the establishment of a



national home for the Jewish people in Palestine. This declaration laid the

foundation for the future state of Israel and contributed to increased tensions

between Jews and Arabs.

Emergence of Conflicting Nationalisms

The British administration inadvertently intensified the aspirations for

independence among different ethnic and religious groups within the former

Ottoman territories. This led to the emergence of conflicting nationalisms, such as

Zionism, Pan-Arabism, and Kurdish nationalism, which continue to shape the

region today.

Legacy and Unresolved Issues

Despite the British efforts to guide the territories towards self-determination, the

legacy of their rule still resonates in the region. Borders, political systems, and

ethnic tensions that arose during this period continue to shape the complex

dynamics of the Middle East.

Modern Conflicts and Instability

The division of territories and the imposition of arbitrary borders during the British

administration played a role in many of the conflicts that erupted in the region later

in the 20th century. The unresolved issues stemming from this era continue to

fuel tensions and contribute to ongoing instability.

The Lasting Influence of Colonial Rule

British governance left a lasting imprint on the former Ottoman territories, from

infrastructure developments to legal systems and administrative structures.

Understanding this history is crucial for comprehending the complexities faced by

countries in the region today.



Learning from History

The history of the former Ottoman territories administered by the British after

World War I offers profound insights into the challenges of post-war governance,

the clash of imperial interests, and the complexities of nation-building. By

understanding this intricate history, we can enhance our understanding of the

region's present-day dynamics and work towards a more peaceful and equitable

future.
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The United Nations is one of the most famous bodies in the world, and its

predecessor, the League of Nations, might be equally notorious. In fact, President

Woodrow Wilson’s pet project was controversial from nearly the minute it was

conceived. At the end of World War I, Wilson's pleas at the Paris Peace

Conference relied on his Fourteen Points, which included the establishment of a

League of Nations, but while his points were mostly popular amongst Americans

and Europeans alike, leaders at the Peace Conference largely discarded them
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and favored different approaches. British leaders saw their singular aim as the

maintenance of British colonial possessions. France, meanwhile, only wanted to

ensure that Germany was weakened and unable to wage war again, and it too

had colonial interests abroad that it hoped to maintain. Britain and France thus

saw eye-to-eye, with both wanting a weaker Germany and both wanting to

maintain their colonies. Wilson, however, wanted both countries to rid themselves

of their colonies, and he wanted Germany to maintain its self-determination and

right to self-defense. Wilson totally opposed the “war guilt” clause, which blamed

the war on Germany.

Wilson mostly found himself shut out, but Britain and France did not want

American contributions to the war to go totally unappreciated, if only out of fear

that the U.S. might turn towards improving their relations with Germany in

response. Thus, to appease Wilson and the Americans, France and Britain

consented to the creation of a League of Nations.

Too many were skeptical of the Treaty, especially given Europe's inability to adopt

the remainder of Wilson’s Fourteen Points. As a result, ironically, the United

States didn’t join the League of Nations, which would last only about 25 years.

While it would attempt to resolve some territorial disputes, it simply proved too

weak to prevent international aggression, primarily among the Axis Powers in the

buildup to World War II. Thus, the League’s greatest legacy ended up being its

dismal failure to prevent World War II and ensure that World War I had truly been

the “war to end all wars,” as originally intended.

Although the League of Nations was short-lived and clearly failed in its primary

mission, it did essentially spawn the United Nations at the end of World War II,

and many of the UN’s structures and organizations came straight from its

predecessor, with the concepts of an International Court and a General Assembly

coming straight from the League. More importantly, the failures of the League



ensured that the UN was given stronger authority and enforcement mechanisms,

most notably through the latter’s Security Council, and while the League dissolved

after a generation, the UN has survived for over 70 years.

One of the League’s most lasting legacies was the manner in which it handed

over administrative control of land in the Middle East to the victorious Allied

Powers, namely France and Britain. The Ottoman Empire quickly collapsed after

World War I, and its extensive lands were divvied up between the French and

British. While the French gained control of the Levant, which would later become

modern day nations like Syria and Lebanon, the British were given mandates for

Mesopotamia and Palestine. The British Mandate for Palestine gave the British

control over the lands that have since become Jordan, Israel, the West Bank, and

the Gaza Strip, while Mesopotamia covered modern Iraq.
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